
 

AUTOMATIC GATES 

WHY SHOULD WE PAY FOR JUST LOOKING? 
 

Why should we have to pay for the engineer’s call, when he only looked at the 

system and didn’t repair it?’ Experience & cost! All engineers whether fully or 

practically qualified, are costly assets that require paying for. They travel in valuable 

vehicles that are mobile work-shops. Each equipped with thousands of pounds worth 

of spare parts, plant, tools, controls and support equipment. Laptops, mobiles and an 

assortment of items, needed across a vast array of possible requirements. Even so it 

remains impossible to carry every item for every job and return visits are necessary. 

 

 
 

With thousands of probable components needed, having the most likely part on board, 

every time, will continue to be a challenge? Even with a number of common parts 

carried in each van and the fault identified, having the exact item is rare. 

 

Why should we pay for that? Identifying the fault takes time and sourcing the best 

replacement part can take further investigation. Knowing the cause of the fault and 

assessing the best solution, from more than one option, takes experience and an 

investment in training that needs to be accounted for. Collating and recording site data 

is a fundamental and necessary part of every engineer’s day. 

 

           
 



But we have been quoted less by someone else for the work? How? How did you 

know what to ask for and what needs to be done? Did the other people visit and 

inspect the system or are they using our investigation and can afford to be cheaper as 

a result? Even if they have visited, are they actually quoting like-for-like and are they 

dealing with the actual cause? 

 

JUST ONE RANGE OF VISIBLE MOTORS FROM A SINGLE SUPPLIER 

 

    
 

We can all find a chap down the local pub that knows someone, that would be 

cheaper! Is cheaper the right option? In most cases, the reason we were asked to 

attend site in the first place, was the result of a poor initial investment. 

 

Owner’s responsibilities for each installation’s safe use are becoming more aware and 

actions resulting recent incidents have left a few questioning a cheap service. 

 

             
 

This feels unfair! Maybe it does, but the system failing in the first place could be the 

real unfair part and if good advice from years of experience is not used, any repair 

may be sort lived or expose the owner to greater risk. Time and patience is required, 

with clear communications and explanation, so that customer’s may make an educated 

choice that suits and hopefully lasts. 

 

Do you offer a free visit? If a surveyor is requested and available we do, but this 

service is an estimate of cost that includes additional administration and surveying 

fees, as well as the what-if margin and subject to standard terms! 

 

Every day owner’s benefit from engineer’s advice providing really durable value! 
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